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We describe a ﬁnite element-based method to propagate multiple fractures simultaneously. The algo-
rithm is iterative and it simulates sub-critical quasi-static crack propagation. The matrix is homogeneous
and isotropic, and behaves linear elastically. The algorithmic cornerstones are a failure criterion, a prop-
agation criterion, and a propagation angle. Fracture geometries are kept track of independently of the
mesh allowing geometric handling of fracture arrest, closure, and coalescence. Fracture aperture is an
emergent property of the model. The mesh is adaptively remeshed to capture variations in the geometry
and displacement ﬁeld. Generated patterns reproduce observed crack paths in physical experiments.
Algorithm efﬁciency scales linearly. The model reproduces en-echelon crack linkage, fracture hooking,
and orthogonal tip approximation patterns. Our numerical experiments closely match physical experi-
ments. Remeshing consumes <2% of the total computational time demonstrating current computational
capabilities allow for discrete crack propagation to be viable for multiple crack propagation.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Early studies in civil engineering focused on criteria to predict
failure of materials and structures. Inglis (1913) and Grifﬁth
(1921) recognized that tips of cracks act as stress concentrators
inducing cracks to propagate as a response to external load. They
identiﬁed that the local work due to crack propagation is a function
of the free energy of the surfaces that form during cracking. Neuber
(1937) pointed out that this stress concentration is proportional to
the length of the crack and the curvature of its tip. Irwin (1948)
further extended this conceptual model by identifying that local
work due to growth is signiﬁcantly greater than the surface free
energy. This phenomenon was later identiﬁed as unstable crack
growth. Independently, Obreimoff (1930) identiﬁed quasi-static
crack growth as a conceptual model that prescribes the slow and
steady growth of cracks under equilibrium. Gurney and Hunt
(1967) identiﬁed that, in this case, the energy required to propa-
gate fractures varies inversely as the root of their size.
Over the last century, numerous failure criteria have been de-
vised to describe the triggering of fracturing due to stress concentra-
tions including: Rankine, Mohr–Coulomb, Hoek–Brown (Hoek and
Brown, 1980; Hoek, 1983), Drucker–Prager (Drucker and Prager,
1952), Mogi (Mogi, 1971), and their generalizations, derivations,ll rights reserved.
ana.paluszny@gmail.com (A.and combinations (e.g. Bigoni and Piccolroaz, 2004). However,
experiments (e.g. McLean and Addis, 1990; Vernik and Zoback,
1992) have shown that their applicability is restricted to speciﬁc
material and in-situ stress conditions of the rock (Al-Ajmi, 2006;
Al-AjmiandZimmerman,2005). Furthermore, failure criteria cannot
predict the complex crack paths that originate during propagation
due to interaction with neighboring cracks (Brace and Bombolakis,
1963). Failure of a specimen is rarely given by the propagation of a
single crack, instead it is triggered by the coalescence of multiple
aligned cracks that form during deformation (Hoek and Bieniawski,
1965). Since then, a variety of numerical methods have been devel-
oped to capture irreversible deformation of rockmasses (Nayak and
Zienkiewicz, 1972;Cervenka, 1970; JirasekandZimmermann, 1998;
Jirasek, 1997; Yang et al., 2005; Bazant et al., 1996, 1999; Bazant and
Ozbolt, 1990; Bazant and Prat, 1988).
Geologists studying fracture propagation focused on identifying
propagation criteria that describe how a crack propagates as a
function of the energy accumulated around its tips (e.g. Olson
and Pollard, 1989; Renshaw and Pollard, 1994). The main idea
was to develop techniques to simulate the on-going fracturing
and study evolving patterns. As a result, a variety of geometric-
based propagation methods have been devised to simultaneously
grow multiple fractures (Ingraffea and Saouma, 1985; Olson and
Pollard, 1989; Olson, 1993; Renshaw and Pollard, 1994; Belytschko
and Black, 1999; Huang et al., 2003; Budyn et al., 2004,). Renshaw
and Pollard (1994) rely on the analytical description of the stress
ﬁeld around multiple straight cracks to estimate growth. However,
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tries. Olson and Pollard (1989) applied the boundary element
method (BEM) to numerically compute the energy release rates
and estimate growth of a set of straight cracks. Later, Olson
(1990) and Olson et al. (2001a) published extensions of this meth-
od to curved crack paths. Ingraffea and Saouma (1985) introduced
a ﬁnite element method (FEM) for crack propagation. Belytschko
and Black (1999) developed the extended ﬁnite element method
(XFEM), in which cracks are kept track of independently of the
mesh. XFEM is applied to model crack growth in 3D industrial
components, e.g. for civil engineering and aircraft design (Bordas
et al., 2007; Wyart et al., 2009). Finally, Huang et al. (2003) demon-
strated the applicability of this method to the simultaneous growth
of multiple cracks. The previous studies gave rise to two main ap-
proaches for fracture analysis: discrete and smeared, also known as
geometric/non-geometric or grid/sub-grid methods. Each has a do-
main of application: the ﬁrst are appropriate to simulate one or
more dominant cracks, while the second are designed to model dif-
fuse cracking patterns that arise due to the heterogeneity of rocks
and other quasi-brittle materials (de Borst et al., 2004).
Mesh-free methods, initially introduced by Lucy (1977), do not
require an a priori deﬁnition of the connectivity of the nodes. Bely-
tschko and Tabbara (1996) devised probably the ﬁrstmesh-free dis-
crete fracture propagationmethod. As in XFEM, mesh-free methods
represent fractures as jumps in the displacement ﬁeld. Ventura et al.
(2002) extended the method to support kinked and curved cracks.
More recently, Bordas et al. (2008) extended it to 3D and combined
with non-linear constitutive relations, and Rabczuk et al. (2007) ap-
plied it to multiple crack initiation and growth in 3D. The meshfree
method has also been successfully applied to grow thousands of
fractures in 3D (Rabczuk et al., 2007; Bordas et al., 2008). The com-
plex nature of their shape functions and efﬁciency penalties associ-
ated to neighbor searches make them considerably more time-
consuming than theirmesh-based counterparts (Fries andMatthies,
2004). Nevertheless, these methods are promising as they exhibit
advantages such as cheap adaptivity, robust handling ofmoving dis-
continuities, and non-local interpolation character (Nguyen et al.,
2008).
The main disadvantage of all these mechanical approaches is
the amount of resources needed to perform the simulations. For
thousands of fractures, ensuing multi-million node datasets re-
quire huge amounts of memory and time. However, with increas-
ing computational resources becoming available, these techniques
have become viable for the study of the effect of fractures on sub-
surface ﬂuid ﬂow (Ingraffea and Saouma, 1985; Olson and Pollard,
1989; Olson, 1993; Renshaw and Pollard, 1994; Belytschko and
Black, 1999; Huang et al., 2003).
Fracture datasets are used as reservoir proxies for the simula-
tion of ﬂuid ﬂow through fractures, transport in porous media,
and other multi-physics simulations (Sternlof et al., 2006; Bogda-
nov et al., 2007; Matthai et al., 2005, 2007). Such simulations are
of economic importance because fractures in these resource-rich
rocks induce permeability variations that range over several orders
of magnitude (Matthai et al., 1998; Sternlof et al., 2006). Bogdanov
et al. (2003) identiﬁed that to quantify the effect of fracture density
and connectivity on ﬂow, we must simulate ﬂow through matrix
and fractures simultaneously. Therefore, both fracture and matrix
domains need to be discrete in order to address individual fracture
and matrix properties and avoid simplifying assumptions.
We describe a discrete fracture propagation methodology to
model quasi-static crack growth. The building blocks of the algo-
rithm are: a fracture criterion, a propagation criterion, and a propa-
gation angle. We combine the following approaches from the
literature: a sub-critical crack failure criterion; a propagation crite-
rion based on theweighing of velocities with fracture length (Broek,
1986; Kachanov, 1987; Atkinson and Meredith, 1987a), which hasbeen proved to yield realistic fracture patterns by Olson et al.
(2001b) and Renshaw and Pollard (1994); and a propagation angle
determined by the maximum circumferential stress (Cotterell and
Rice, 1980). Deformation is solved numerically by means of a ﬁnite
element-based incremental remeshing fracture propagation tech-
nique, based on the original single-crack propagation studies of
Wawrzynek and Ingraffea (1989) and Bittencourt et al. (1996). The
mesh automatically adapts to the evolving geometry. The elliptic
Grifﬁth (1921) fracture tip shape is approximated by a wedge tip.
As Barenblatt (1959) and Dugdale (1960), we assume that cohesive
forces due toprogressiveweakening accumulate in a small zone sur-
rounding the tip. We assume, as in the Barenblatt model, that this
cohesive zone is small relative to the size of the crack and that, there-
fore, behavior canbedescribedwithin the limits of the elasticity the-
ory. The algorithms are embedded in amethodology that rigorously
computes stress ﬁelds of growing discrete fracture representations
suitable for a posteriori ﬂuid ﬂow simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sec-
tions. Section 2 describes the governing equations of the deforma-
tion. Section 3 describes the fracture growth algorithm. Section 4
lays out the details of the adaptive remeshing procedure required
at every growth step. Section 5 describes the concepts used to
characterize the geomechanically generated datasets. Section 6
presents a set of selected tests used to validate and verify our mod-
el, as well as results of diverse benchmarks that qualify and quan-
tify the performance of the implementation. Section 7 shows
diverse application examples of the algorithm. Finally, Section 8
discusses the extension of the algorithm to 3D.2. Governing equations
This section is an overview of the implemented equations that
govern the mechanics of elastic deformation and multi-fracture
sub-critical crack growth. It includes a review of the ﬁnite-element
based deformation kernel and a description of the failure and prop-
agation criteria. It concludes with a summary of the underpinning
assumptions of the methodology.
2.1. Deformation of the matrix
The linear elastic deformation stress–strain constitutive equa-
tions for homogeneous and isotropic media (Cook et al., 1989) are
r ¼ Dðe e0Þ þ r0 ð1Þ
where e is the strain vector, r is the stress vector, r0 and e0 are the
initial stress and strain vectors, respectively, and D is the linear elas-
tic material stiffness matrix. At force equilibrium, it follows that
›rþ F ¼ 0, where › is the differential matrix operator containing
the ﬁrst partial derivatives with respect to the independent vari-
ables. Thus, stresses are in equilibrium with body forces such as
gravity, dilatation, and acceleration.
FEM numerically resolves the deformation of arbitrarily shaped
objects controlled by these relations as a response to the imposed
boundary conditions. In this work, we assume tips to be V shaped,
terminating in a pointy manner. We simplify computation by
approximating the material using a linear elastic constitutive rela-
tion. Thus, we assume that the stress decays exponentially away
from the tip, exhibiting the usual 1=
ﬃﬃðp rÞ singularity, where r is
the distance to the crack tip.
An unstructured grid subdivides the geometric domain into dis-
crete elements. In particular, we use six-node isoparametric qua-
dratic triangles (Taig, 1961). Material properties are deﬁned at
the triangle’s Gauss integration points. Triangles around tips are
deﬁned as isoparametric quarter point elements to attain a more
accurate displacement ﬁeld resolution (Barsoum, 1976). Applying
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basis and accumulated into a large matrix of dimensions equal to
the total number of degrees of freedom (=number of nodes  num-
ber of dimensions of the solution variable). For further details on
how to perform the accumulation of the global matrices we refer
the reader to (Cook et al., 1989). We apply the algebraic multigrid
solver (SAMG) to solve the ensuing linear algebraic equations
(Stüben, 2001; Stüben et al., 2003).
2.2. Failure and propagation criteria
Modeling simultaneous growth of multiple cracks relies on
three locally determined criteria: failure, propagation, and angle.
Failure criteria examine if a sample will fail, and control whether
a fracture continues to propagate at a speciﬁc tip. The sub-critical
crack growth failure criterion prescribes that a tip will propagate
even though the energy around it may not overcome the material
toughness by supposing that fatigue and corrosive processes
around have progressively weakened it. For fractures, such a crite-
rion is based on the evaluation of the magnitude of the stress
intensity factor at each tip (Atkinson, 1984)
KIO 6 KI 6 KIC ð2Þ
where KI the stress intensity factor at the tip, and KIO and KIC are the
material corrosion limit and toughness, respectively. We assume a
lower threshold stress intensity factor of KIO ¼ 0:1KIC (Olson,
1993; Segall, 1984a; Atkinson and Meredith, 1987b). Failure criteria
are often material property and in-situ conditions dependent. The
scheme presented here offers the ﬂexibility to implement failure
criteria to capture more complex material behavior. All simulations
presented use the sub-critical failure criterion to determine tip
advance.
The propagation of a single crack is simulated by only applying
a failure criterion. Every time a tip fails, it advances by a ﬁxed dis-
tance. This simulates a crack propagating at a ﬁxed speed, gov-
erned by the local stress ﬁeld around its tips. However, when
more than one crack propagates simultaneously, it is no longer
clear if they are all propagating at the same speed or not. Numer-
ical studies show that within a group of cracks, and in order to
reproduce patterns found in the ﬁeld, cracks must grow at different
speeds. In fact, in the 60’s Gurney and Hunt demonstrated that for
quasi-static growth, the energy required to propagate a fracture is
inversely proportional to the root of its size. In physical experi-
ments, maximum speed is related to the maximum fracture length
by means of a power law (Broek, 1986; Kachanov, 1987; Atkinson
and Meredith, 1987b). The weighing of the speeds, and therefore,
the weighing of the length advances per tip is formalized by a prop-
agation criterion.
For each crack we measure the energy release rate, G, associated
with growth deﬁned for plain strain as G ¼ ð1 m2Þ=K2I E and for
plane stress as G ¼ K2I =E. We then monitor the tip with the maxi-
mum energy concentration Gmax ¼ kGk1, the L inﬁnity norm of G.
Gmax applies to the tip that is growing the fastest.
We choose a well-established propagation criterion originally
deﬁned by Charles (1958), and extended by Renshaw and Pollard
(1994), to compute the distance a crack tip will extend at any prop-
agation step. This criterion relates the energy accumulated around
a speciﬁc tip with the maximum energy of all tips and restricts
growth by weighing it with an empirical velocity index, a. This im-
plies that tips with the highest energy in the fracture set advance
signiﬁcantly faster than the rest. It follows that (Renshaw and Pol-
lard, 1994)
ladv ¼ lmax GGmax
 a¼0:35
ð3Þwhere ladv is the propagation length, and lmax is the maximum length
increase at any propagation step. This method is a Paris-type law
which ensures the simultaneous growth of multiple fractures (Paris
and Erdogan, 1963), (e.g. Zi et al., 2004); as opposed to other criteria
such as the ‘‘crack length control” (Bocca et al., 1991; Budyn et al.,
2004), where fracture increment is a function of the total fracture
length. Renshaw and Pollard (1994) identiﬁed by exhaustive exper-
imentation that a velocity index of 0.35 yields realistic fracture pat-
terns for rock analogues. This index is an input to the model, it is
material and scale dependent, and can be measured experimentally,
(e.g. Olson et al., 2002). BEM implementations of this method (e.g.
Olson and Pollard, 1989), can only add ﬁx sized elements at the tips.
They artiﬁcially accumulate the advance until it surpases the mini-
mal grid size. In our approach growth increments are applied as
they occur.
Renshaw and Pollard (1994) deﬁne lmax as the initial ﬂaw size.
Thus, lmax ¼ 2a0, because it assumes that initial ﬂaw size is repre-
sentative of the fracture process zone, where 2a0 P lmax P hfpz
and hfpz, also known as characteristic length, is the radius of the
fracture process zone (Irwin, 1958). Since G 6 Gmax, it follows that
ladv 6 lmax. In the case when a0 is much larger than this character-
istic length, ladv would be larger than hfpz. Thus, propagation dis-
tance would be larger than the fracture process zone and the
direction of growth would no longer correspond to the main weak-
ness plane of the process zone, violating the linear elastic mechan-
ics assumption of scale separation. Initial fracture length, in our
formulation, is considered as an upper bound to the maximum
propagation length.
The fracture propagation angle is determined by the maximum
circumferential stress (Cotterell and Rice, 1980). Finally, the under-
pinning assumptions of FEM formulation are: (1) the material is
brittle, homogeneous, isotropic, and linear elastic; (2) deformation
is simulated in 2D assuming plane strain; (3) fracture tips are ini-
tially V shaped, linearly approximating an elliptical shape; (4) the
damage zone is signiﬁcantly smaller than the size of the fracture;
(5) propagation is quasi-static and strain rate independent; and,
(6) there is no cohesion/traction between fracture walls.
3. Modeling fracture growth
As fractures grow, they interact by creating complex stress per-
turbations that eventually start to overlap. Fig. 1(a) is an example
of interacting fracture tips found in the diatomite cap rock shale of
the Orcutt ﬁeld in California. Fractures are stained with oil, high-
lighting their paths. Fig. 1(b) shows similar crack interactions in con-
crete. A model that can capture these evolving patterns must allow
cracks to grow as directed by the local stress surrounding their tips.
In this section, we discuss the algorithm used to model crack
propagation. Paluszny and Matthai (2008) describe an earlier ver-
sion of this crack propagation methodology. During the simulation,
the model is sub-divided into the propagation and ﬂaw area. The
model region where ﬂaws are initially placed is the ﬂaw area.
The model region in which fractures can grow is the propagation
area. The objective of the latter is to avoid artiﬁcial boundary ef-
fects. It is equivalent to the total model shrunk by 1–5%. In the case
where a fracture reaches the limits of the propagation area, its
growth is stopped to avoid violation of the FEM continuity assump-
tion. Thus, for uni-axial tension models, elongated propagation
area shapes are preferred because fractures can continue to grow
without reaching any boundary.
3.1. Propagation algorithm
The development of algorithms for growing multiple cracks
using a non-linear ﬁnite element method faces three major chal-
Fig. 1. Fracture tip interaction in diatomite and concrete. (a) Two cracks stained with oil interact as they approximate. The tiny fractures arise in one of the shale outcrops that
cap the shallow Orcutt oil ﬁeld in California, USA. (b) Fractures interact on a concrete structure. We observe hooking between fracture tips.
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criterion; a robust solver that supports vector variables, is scalable,
and can handle non-linear numerical systems; and efﬁcient and
accurate mapping of nodal and integration point properties be-
tween meshes. Although the work presented in this section focuses
on the development of a solution feasible for linear elastic fracture
mechanics, it addresses all the latter issues. In realistic subsurface
models, fractures coexist with other inelastic features such as com-
paction or shear bands and other damage localization regions
which should ideally be incorporated into the deformation model.
A discrete fracture approach allows the inelastic behavior to be
modeled at the sub-grid level, while cracking is captured as a dy-
namic property of the grid.
Fractures yield a dynamic geometry that is kept track of in the
form of two-dimensional polygons. The mesh is adapted to capture
the emerging fracture geometry. For a ﬁxed set of boundary condi-
tions, the model is iteratively deformed until no more growth is
registered. This is equivalent to a high-level Picard iteration that al-
lows fractures to advance until the energy at the tips is not large
enough to induce more propagation. While this equilibrium state
is not reached, the mesh nodes are not moved. However, every
time the geometry changes, the previous stress state is invalidated
and new updated stresses are re-computed. Once fractures cease to
grow, the model nodes are moved to capture deformation.
In summary, the simulation of fracture propagation involves the
following steps:
1. Generate random ﬂaws.
2. Automatically create mesh.
3. Apply boundary conditions.
4. Solve deformation using FEM.
5. Compute K, propagation lengths, and directions for all tips.
6. Extend shapes of all propagating fractures.
7. Remesh and mapping of variables.(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Random ﬂaw distributions. (a) Random placement and orient8. Re-compute stresses and accumulate as the stress state deter-
mined by the previous deformation step.
9. Repeat all steps until no growth is recorded for a ﬁxed boundary
condition.
3.2. Initial ﬂaws
Our model does not nucleate cracks, it only propagates them.
Therefore, we place seeds in the form of ﬂaws or pre-existing
cracks that grow when tip stresses exceed a critical value. For
the experiments presented herein, we populate each 1 m  4 m
model with a set of ﬂaws of 0.003 m length. These ﬂaws repre-
sent pre-existing weaknesses in the intact rock. These ﬂaws not
only have random locations, as they would have in a physical spec-
imen, but also have random sizes. However, it is known that for a
quasi-heterogeneous material, these approximately follow a
Gaussian size distribution (Underwood, 1970).
We use diamond shaped ﬂaws because they are simple, and for
high aspect ratios (e.g. 10, 102), they concentrate stress at their
tips. They mimic thin penny-shaped microcavities present in brit-
tle rocks (Herrmann, 1990). Flaws can have ﬁxed or random orien-
tations. Fig. 2 illustrates three different scenarios: (a) ﬂaws are
randomly distributed and randomly oriented, (b) ﬂaws are ran-
domly distributed, but all parallel, and (c) ﬂaws align in speciﬁc re-
gions of the model. This scenario resembles damage planes that
concentrate inelastic deformation during compression.
Flaws are not placed on predeﬁned grid locations. They are ran-
domly positioned within the entire ﬂaw area. When generating
these ﬂaws, their location and lengths are an input of the model.
Consistency checks make sure that these do not overlap, and that
they honor numerical proximity constraints. The placement of
crack centers is not entirely random. Two ﬂaw centers placed too
close to each other would artiﬁcially generate one larger ﬂaw, with(c)
ation, (b) ﬁxed orientation, and (c) predeﬁned orientation map.
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ity of two or more ﬂaws also over-constrains the mesher by impos-
ing tiny distances to the geometric model, which coerces the
mesher to create minuscule triangles between ﬂaws. This produces
an over-reﬁned mesh at these difﬁcult locations. In the worst case,
the distance between two cracks is so small that the mesher cannot
resolve the space between them, and fails.
The methodology to position the ﬂaws is as follows. Using a uni-
form random number generator, we compute position candidates
for each new ﬂaw:
fij ¼ randomðÞ; ð4Þ
where fij is the position of the ﬂaw. If any point in the new ﬂaw is
closer to another ﬂaw than a minimal distance the insertion fails,
else, it succeeds. It follows that
8fij8f 0ijj fijf 0ij
  > dmin; ð5Þ
where fij and f 0ij are the positions of any two ﬂaws and dmin is a min-
imum separating distance, and
dmin > maxflfij ; lf 0ijg þ smax; ð6Þ
where lfij and lf 0ij are the lengths of fij and f
0
ij, respectively, and smax is
the maximum spacing between two cracks. The edge length of the
minimum triangle representable in the grid sets an upper limit to
smax. The initial density of the ﬂaws is decreased by assigning a
larger smax. This creates more evenly spaced ﬂaws, while a smaller
smax induces smaller ﬂaw clusters to spontaneously form.
Initial ﬂaw aperture is set to a tenth of the ﬂaw’s initial length
afij ¼ max amin;0:1lfij
n o
ð7Þ
where the aperture value, afij is bound by a numerical minimum,
amin > 10
7 m, for single-precision calculations.
In order to accurately generate the uniformly distributed ran-
dom numbers we use the extremely fast and reliable Mersenne
Twister algorithm (Matsumoto and Nishimura, 1998), imple-
mented in the open-source Altruist C++ library (Fog, 2000). Flaw
sizes are generated using the stochastic random number generator
of the Altruist library. Flaw size distribution is Gaussian.
3.3. Geometric handling of fracture propagation
Each fracture is represented by a two-dimensional closed poly-
gon using the boundary representation technique (BREP) (Paluszny
and Matthai, 2008). Thus, it is a set of polylines that enclose a ﬁnite
region that corresponds to the inside of the fracture. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the body of a crack with three tips. A fracture cluster is a
set of multiple cracks that have intersected with one another. Each
fracture is stored as an independent object in the model. Tips are
tracked individually during growth, any node in the BREP may be-
come, at any stage of growth, a new crack. Tips are determined by
small angles in the BREP. The small angle hints at the fact that the
tip will propagate. Fracture aperture is an emergent property given
by the separation of its walls.tn-1
tn+1tn
β
Fig. 3. Polygonal representation of a crack. Fractures are represented by 2D
polygons. Tips are tracked during the crack growth by ﬁnding the corners of the
polygon that resemble a crack tip as found in nature. Nodes that lie on the tips of
the star-shaped polygon, on segments that form very large continuity angle b such
as tn1, are fracture tips.Boolean operations, such as intersection and merge, handle the
geometric coalescence of fractures. Geometric housekeeping of the
dataset is key to swift and robust automatic remeshing. This in-
cludes the identiﬁcation and removal of small overlapping or prox-
imal segments that, if remnant would cause terminal errors during
the creation of the mesh. After each fracture propagation step the
fracture BREP is updated using the new deformed FEM mesh. The
simulator adjusts the nodes of the mesh to represent the new posi-
tion of the fractures caused by applying forces to the specimen.
This allows tracking wall movements and monitoring of fracture
aperture. At some locations aperture reduces to the point of local
fracture closure.
3.4. Fracture tips
In numerical simulations, tips are emergent properties of the
fractures. They are not predeﬁned in shape, position, or quantity
at any time. A ﬂaw initially has two tips. Node tips advance during
growth, and their intersection with other fractures triggers coales-
cence forming multi-tip fracture clusters. If the angle b between
any two adjacent segments of the fracture polygon is larger than
minimum bmin, the point between the two segments is dynamically
considered a fracture tip. Fig. 3 illustrates the difference in magni-
tude between the angles at each fracture kink. The value of bmin is
set to 355. This means that the maximum aperture of a tip wedge
is capped to 5. Tips at the boundaries are at a dormant state, and
do not grow.
3.5. Fracture advance
Fractures grow by adding new wedge tips. After each step, ladv
and h determine the extension of the fracture BREP. If ladv < lmin,
where lmin is a given numerical tolerance, the tip position is moved.
In our case, lmin ¼ 107 m, as we use a mesher with single precision,
ﬂoating point arithmetic (7 digits of numeric accuracy). Else, if
ladv P lmin we extend the fracture representation by adding a new
tip at the extreme of the BREP. Fig. 4 illustrates the geometric han-
dling of an advancing tip. Adding a new tip, tn, includes splitting
the previous tip, tn0, into two nodes, tn1 and tnþ1, which are at a
minimal distance lmin, and the segment tn1tnþ1 is perpendicular
to the plane inclined at h=2 degrees from the fracture axis.
Fracture tips deactivate when they reach the growth area
boundary. In this case, fractures will cease to grow through the
passive tip. We assume that fractures that arrest at the border of
the propagation area continue to grow, and are not taken into ac-
count to compute crack propagation velocity in further load steps.
In this way, the fracture set can continue to propagate even though
some of the fractures have traversed the propagation area. In the-
ory, the sample would have to be inﬁnitely long to allow continu-
ous propagation. The opening mode fractures formed by this
process continue to cast a compressive shadow upon their neigh-
bors and are subsequently included in all mechanical simulation
computations except in the determination of Gmax.
3.6. Fracture intersection
We assume traction between surface walls to be zero. There-
fore, in our model, a fracture always terminates propagation at
intersection with any other fracture, and never propagates through
an existing fracture (Dyer, 1988). When the distance between a
fracture tip to a wall of another becomes smaller than a predeﬁned
material-speciﬁc process zone size, the tip snaps onto the crack
wall. If two fractures intersect, their shapes combine by merging
their polygonal representations. As more and more fractures coa-
lesce, they form complex cluster polygons with multiple tips.












Fig. 4. Extension of the fracture polygon. ladv is the amount by which the tip will propagate. lmin is the tolerance of the geometry. All distances are greater than lmin . h is the
propagation angle. (a) The tip tn0 advances by a distance ladv lesser than lmin . Thus, it is simply moved by the propagated distance. (b) The tip tn0 advances by a distance ladv
larger than lmin . The tip node is then replaced by three new nodes: tn1, tnþ1, and the new tip tn . The distance between tn1 and tnþ1 is lmin .
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opening mode crack, at intersection with another open crack,
ceases to grow and connects both paths. There are three distinct
cases: (a) the new fracture tip, tn, is at a distance from the wall
which is smaller than the numerical tolerance lmin. The tip snaps
onto the wall and the fractures merge. If tn is not snapped, the
small distance causes the mesher to produce minuscule, ill-formed
elements that diminish the overall quality of the discretization. (b)
The length advance is over predicted and tn extends beyond the
walls of a proximal fracture. A is arrested at intersection by shifting
tn to the closest position inside the secondary fracture B. The third
and less common case, (c), is when the new tn is located exactly
within the walls of the secondary crack. Cases (a) and (b) are geo-
metrically projected to case (c) by moving tn into the fracture
walls. Two nodes describe the intersection between fracture A
and B: tn1 and tnþ1. These are separated by a minimum distance
larger than lmin. In (c), the original intersection points between
the fracture tip wedge and the secondary crack are at a distance
smaller than lmin. During advance, their positions adjust so that
they are separated, and are considered as two separate points for
a speciﬁed numerical tolerance. Finally, (d), shows the new frac-Fig. 5. Fracture intersection detail. Fracture A arrests at intersection with a free
surface (wall of fracture B). tn is the predicted new tip position, tn1 and tnþ1
intersect the free surface. Fracture B is cropped at intersection simulating arrest. In
(a), tn is at a distance smaller than the tolerance lmin. It is snapped onto fracture B’s
wall. (b) Fracture advance overestimates the distance to the next free surface, tn is
adjusted to a position within fracture B. (c) The fracture tip lies within fracture B but
the intersection points, tn1 and tnþ1, are too close to one another. (d) After the tip
and intersection points are adjusted fractures are merged.ture k which results from the intersection. After the intersection
is identiﬁed and tn is adjusted, the bodies of the two cracks are
merged.
Coalescence of fractures is handled by merging their bodies
using constructive solid geometry. Thus, the geometry of a new
fracture is deﬁned as the union of two previously existing shapes.
Namely, the union of the shapes of fractures A and B results in a
shape C that encloses all space delimited by A and by B. We rely
on the General Polygon Clipper Library (GPC) by Alan Murta, to
compute the Boolean operations on our fracture shapes. The GPC
is a fast and robust engine designed to perform Boolean operations
on non-convex 2D polygons.
Complex fracture intersections may trigger the formation of de-
tached matrix regions also known as ‘‘free bodies”. Fig. 6 illustrates
the mechanism by which a double intersection may conduce to the
formation of a disconnected mesh region, referred to as blocks.
They are of special interest because they introduce a further
mechanical complexity to the simulation. As separate blocks, they
might, for example, rotate and intrinsically change the aperture
distribution of the fractures that initially formed them. This is best
captured using the discrete element approach (Zhang and Sander-
son, 2001). Handling of these blocks requires identiﬁcation of con-
tact points and transduction of stresses. For mechanical
simulations, the mesh inside of the fractures is never created;
therefore, no forces are directly transduced to emerging discon-
nected regions. This issue can be addressed by creating a connec-
tive mesh between the blocks and the rest of the matrix. An
alternative is to implement a discrete method approach to handle
deformation due to contact of these separate bodies. In this formu-
lation, block formation is captured by an inner loop in the fracture
geometric representation. However, due to the FEM mesh continu-
ity constraint, these blocks cannot be meshed. Thus, we do not
handle block rotation and assume that once formed, these become
permanently disconnected from the matrix and ﬁxed at their initial
position.
3.7. Fracture closure
After deformation, the fracture BREP is updated according to the
new deformed mesh. Nodes adjust to represent the new position of
the fractures caused by displacing the boundaries. Thus, fracture
shapes track wall movements and fracture aperture evolution. At
some locations, fracture aperture is extensively reduced indicating
local fracture closure.
Fracture closure occurs when the fracture shape is self-inter-
secting after deformation. This situation, often referred to as mesh
tangling, is caused by walls that are over-displaced toward each
other due to compressive forces. The tangled mesh can be re-
approximated into a closed crack by tracking the wall nodes and
reconstructing the closed walls with an interpolated centerline. A
Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) approximates the center-
line of the fracture by interpolating a centerline through the tan-
Fig. 6. Formation of a block. (a) Two fractures approximate. They deﬂect prior to intersection. (b) Tips start an orthogonal approach toward each other before the double
collapse. (c) The cavity in the mesh denotes a disconnected block mesh.
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local control of the shape, and its variation diminishing property.
The tessellation of the approximated parametric curve becomes
the centerline of the new closed fracture. Finally, we extract the
non-convex hull of this polyline, and generate an approximate
polygonal representation of the closed crack. This approach allows
the fracture to re-activate at any posterior loading step, allowing to
simulate growth of a population of fractures where some are ac-
tive, some have never been activated, and some are closed.
The main disadvantage of this approach is that it does not cap-
ture partial fracture closure. It assumes that if the fracture shape
becomes invalid due to boundary overlap, it is a sign of closure,
and therefore closes it entirely. This shortcoming can be overcome
by deﬁning stiff elements inside the fractures that do not allow for
full closure. However, this approach requires a costly internal
mesh. An alternative method splits the fracture BREP into several
independent sub-regions allowing for some of them to remain
open while others close.
3.8. Algorithm implementation
All methods presented in this work have been implemented
using the C++ programming language. They have been integrated
as the mechanics module of the Complex Systems Modeling Plat-
form (CSMP++), an object-oriented ﬁnite-element based library
for multi-physics modeling developed at Imperial College and the
ETH Zurich (Matthai et al., 2001).
4. Adaptive remeshing
The growth of the fractures and the update of their shapes re-
quires the systematic regeneration of the discretizing mesh. The
adaptive mesh must not only follow the emerging geometry, but
it also be adequate to represent the solution shape of the deforma-
tion. We apply a geometric a priori reﬁnement criterion which re-
lies on automatic mesh tip tracking to reﬁne the mesh around the
tips and coarsen it elsewhere. Every step, we adapt an initial coarse
mesh by reducing the size of elements around the fracture tips.
Displacement and stress variables are mapped between old and
newmeshes using the shape function projection transfer technique
(Patzak and Jirasek, 2004).
The inside of the fractures is not meshed because we assume
fractures to be opening mode only with no traction, nor cohesion
between their walls. Therefore, reﬁnement around the tips does
not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the number of nodes of the ﬁnal mesh.
However, node density increases naturally as cracks propagate be-
cause fractures need a larger amount of nodes to represent their
growing shape. For example, for a fracture set with 100 initial ﬂaws
the entire mesh has initially 40 k nodes and 76 k triangles. For
the same set of ﬂaws, grown over 110 consecutive loading steps,
the mesh has 370k nodes and 673 k elements, including mid-side
nodes. Section 6.4 discusses this in detail.Theoretically, meshes can include a variety of element sizes that
range from very small-sized triangles at areas of stark reﬁnement
and large elements at less busy areas. However, numerical restric-
tions imposed by size of the random access memory (RAM max
4 GB for a 32-bit machine) of the computer and limitations intro-
duced by the meshing algorithms only allow for a restricted range
of element sizes to be created. Particularly, meshing becomes
unstable once the size of the minimum triangle approaches the
ﬂoating-point precision. Therefore, as a part of the meshing strat-
egy, meshes are generated at a larger scale, and then scaled back
down to normal size for the mechanical simulation. This approach
has proved to be very stable.
4.1. Fracture-to-mesh and mesh-to-fracture
Additional to their discrete representation within the mesh,
fractures are kept track of as independent entities. Geometry is
synchronized every time any of the two changes. We identify
two cases: ﬁrst, when the mesh is deformed the discrete fracture
representation changes and, thus, must be updated in the fracture
object. Second, when the fracture grows and its polygonal repre-
sentation is extended, the meshmust be updated. The ﬁrst is a frac-
ture-to-mesh mapping while the second is a mesh-to-fracture
mapping. Fig. 7 illustrates the two parallel representations of the
fractures held during the simulation.
Fracture-to-mesh. Fracture-to-mesh mapping is an automatic
procedure for the meshing of a domain constrained by watertight
boundaries and a set of internal holes. In this case, each cavity cor-
responds to a fracture. We generate these triangular meshes using
a C++ robust Delauney-based triangulator (Shewchuk, 1996, 2002).
Using this library, we automatically generate high quality two-
dimensional meshes by deﬁning the outer boundaries and geomet-
ric domains using Planar Straight Line Graphs (PSLG). Each fracture
is internally stored using a BREP of its geometry. Thus, in 2D, the
domain is deﬁned by a set of segments, which capture the discon-
tinuity in the rock. These shapes are directly used as the PSLG that
deﬁnes meshing. Each domain is marked by a seed, also known as
material point. Thus, we must deﬁne one seed point per material
(in this case one material for the matrix), and one seed per cavity.
This requires the automatic identiﬁcation of a point inside each
fracture at each step, ti. Furthermore, in order to constrain element
sizes around the tip we prescribe two points, tn1 and tnþ1, around
each tn, that subdivide the adjacent polygonal segments at a dis-
tance of ht from the tip, where lmin  ht < a0. These prescribed
points introduce an h-reﬁnement constraint around the fracture
tip. Size of elements away from the tips is unconstrained. All ele-
ments are forced to have internal angles of at least 30. Fig. 8 shows
the detail of a mesh generated around a tip.
Mesh-to-fracture. Mesh-to-fracture mapping updates fracture
shapes during the simulation by extracting the fracture polygon
from the mesh in three steps. First, the mesher is given a mar-
ker for each fracture segment with a corresponding fracture
Fig. 7. Fracture-to-mesh. Every time the fracture geometry changes, the mesh adapts to ﬁt its new shape. (a) Illustrates the geometric representation of a fracture. (b) Is the
equivalent mesh. Notice that the mesh has more nodes on the fracture than the original shape. Extra nodes close to the tip are inserted to induce reﬁnement. Nodes in the
center walls are automatically inserted by the mesher.
Fig. 9. Mesh-to-fracture. After generating the mesh, the shape of the fracture is
extracted to form an internal independent fracture representation. Nodes on the
fractures are tagged with a unique fracture tag. Elements with sides are highlighted.
Arrows indicate that the nodes of the elements sitting on the fracture are visited to
reconstruct the fracture shape. This enables the monitoring of the tips at each
deformation step.
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nodes of the fracture but still not the polygon. Third, the nodes
are ordered based on mesh connectivity to yield the ﬁnal frac-
ture polygon. Once the polygon is extracted, the corresponding
node tags are stored. Subsequently, after each deformation step,
new node coordinates can be efﬁciently reloaded. Fig. 9 illus-
trates the fracture shape extraction process performed on the
mesh.
Fracture-to-mesh and mesh-to-fracture mappings preserve the
shape of fracture BREPs during full remeshing. This synchroniza-
tion ensures that the fracture geometric objects that live outside
the mesh capture the simulated deformation and allow for a light-
weight tracking of the fracture set geometry during growth. Other
algorithms do not separately store these shapes in fracture objects.
Instead, they perform all computations on the entire mesh. This in-
creases the overall complexity of the system. Thus, methods such
as the selectively remeshing of areas surrounding the tips and
oversimpliﬁcation of fracture shapes are common practice. In Sec-
tion 6.4, we show that this process only introduces an efﬁciency
overhead of 0.24%.4.2. Mapping between meshes
After remeshing, stresses from the original ‘‘old” mesh must be
mapped onto the consecutive ‘‘new” mesh. Only by mapping these
stresses, we take into account the current stress state of the object
at each loading step. Taking into account that stress is a tensorial
property deﬁned at each integration point, mapping consists of











Fig. 8. Detail of the mesh at a fracture tip. The tip node tn is surrounded by a rosetta
of isoparametric quarter point elements. tn1 and tnþ1 lie on the fracture boundary,
they are prescribed to the mesher and constrain minimum element sizes around the
tip. Minimum element size at the tip is deﬁned by ht . ti is an internal point of the
fracture which is used as a seed for the fracture domain.1. extrapolate stress tensor to nodes, also known as stress recov-
ery, by averaging the stresses at the contiguous surrounding
integration point values;
2. for each interpolation point of the new mesh, ﬁnd the element
in the old mesh that contains it;
3. interpolate the value of the stress tensor onto the new mesh.
Mapping is straightforward when the mesh is being reﬁned
because the new integration point represents a constrained area
of the old mesh. However, when the mesh is being locally coars-
ened, the mapping is done by proximity and not by area approx-
imation (no rigorous upscaling of the stresses is done). This
means, that the new integration point in the new mesh will be
inﬂuenced by the sole element where it was contained in the
old mesh, and not by its vicinity. A more rigorous approach
would account for stress gradients to better approximate the
variations of the ﬁeld. The error introduced by the mapping is
3% (relative error), and the error introduced by the iterative
process is 107% (relative error).
5. Fracture characterization
In this section we specify the concepts of density, spacing, and
connectivity used to analyze the resulting fracture patterns.










where n is the amount of fractures in the set, A is the ﬂaw area, and
li is the length of fracture i. We measure how density increases as a
function of crack pattern growth.







where l0 is the height of the specimen. This method produces an
estimate of the saturation of poorly- and well-developed fracture
sets.
Connectivity. The connectivity of a developing fracture set can
be deﬁned in relation to the initial fracture set as
c ¼ 1 ni
n0
ð10Þ
where n0 is the initial number of fractures, and ni is the number of
clusters (intersected fractures) at the ith growth step. Initially
ni ¼ n0, and c ¼ 0. Connectivity is a measure of the fracture develop-
ment stage.6. Testing and benchmarks
Numerical models, such as the fracture propagation model pre-
sented here, are tested in order to assess they accuracy and valid-
ity. Three main processes can be identiﬁed: validation, veriﬁcation
and conﬁrmation (Thacker et al., 2004; Oreskes et al., 1994). Vali-
dation refers to the process of determining if a numerical model
correctly represents a conceptual model that captures some behav-
ior of the real world. Veriﬁcation refers to the process of determin-
ing if the implementation of the numerical model accurately
captures the model’s conceptual description. Conﬁrmation is the
process whereby we determine if there is agreement between
observation and prediction.
In earth sciences, this process is particularly complex, as the
boundary conditions at the ﬁeld, local material heterogeneities,
and other perturbations cannot be readily quantiﬁed and inte-
grated into numerical models (Oreskes et al., 1994). However, indi-
vidual system components can be tested in order to partially
validate and verify the model.
This section discusses various study cases used to validate and
verify the fracture propagation algorithm. It presents a sensibility
analysis of the effect of the initial random ﬂaw distribution and
analyzes the overall performance their implementation.6.1. Validation of the elasticity kernel
Elasticity is a path independent constitutive law. Thus, if a body
is subjected to a deformation q, the deformation is equivalent to
the one attained by applying n q=n. In order to achieve this
equivalence we must numerically accumulate the stress state be-
tween an loading step and the next. In order to test this, we com-
pare the displacement ﬁelds of two equal experimental setups that
apply a tensile deformation on a squared dataset over one and 10
steps, respectively. A square dataset of 1 m 1 m is deformed in
two different setups. For both cases, the bottom boundary is ﬁxed.
The ﬁrst experiment deforms the model by applying a single top
tension displacement of 103 m. The second deformation applies
100 consecutive loading steps of 105 m each. At the end, we com-
pare the displacement ﬁelds. The ﬁnal displacement ﬁeld values
range between 4:97 1018 m and 1:01 1003 m. The stress val-
ues range between 0.0 and 5.04 Pa. We measure an absolute error
of 9:98 107 m and a relative error of 1:98 1021 m in the dis-
placement ﬁeld. For the ﬁnal stress ﬁeld we measure an absolute
error of 9:90 104 Pa and a relative error of 1:961018 Pa.6.2. Validation and veriﬁcation of the crack propagation kernel
The sub-critical failure criterion has been conﬁrmed by multiple
authors (e.g. Anderson and Grew, 1977; Atkinson, 1984; Kirby,
1984; Segall, 1984b). The propagation criterion was validated by
Renshaw and Pollard (1994) against an acrylic coated brittle spec-
imen. Additionally, the statistics emerging from the produced pat-
terns were conﬁrmed against multiple ﬁeld observations (Olson
and Pollard, 1989, 1991; Olson, 1993, 2004; Olson et al., 2001b).
The propagation angle was validated against experimental data
early on by Cotterell and Rice (1980). The stress intensity factor
computations were validated against analytical formulas by multi-
ple authors (e.g. Banks-Sills and Sherman, 1986; Lim et al., 1992;
Alshoaibi and Arifﬁn, 2006).
It remains to verify that our implementation accurately repre-
sents the crack propagation conceptual model. In order to test
the stress distribution along the nodes of a crack, we plot the max-
imum principal stresses at each node. Fig. 10 illustrates the expo-
nential increase of the stress toward the tip. In another test, stress
intensity factors were found to agree up to 4.3% with the analytical
methods for large elements around the tips, and up to 1.3% accu-
rate for reﬁned tips. These results are based on a basic Grifﬁth cen-
tral crack inclusion.
The overall propagation methodology was veriﬁed by compar-
ing our fracture propagation results to available experimental data.
Fig. 11 illustrates this comparison. Thomas and Pollard (1993)
experiments compare crack paths resulting from laboratory exper-
iments to their BEM forward simulations. They obtain a very good
approximation of the crack interaction. Superposed, we observe
the results of numerical crack propagation experiments using our
approach.
In this experiment, two cracks of 6 cm each are initially sepa-
rated by 12 cm 6 cm. Thus, their initial interaction is minimal.
During the simulation, only the lower crack propagates. The study
evaluates the effect of three different boundary conditions on the
ﬁnal crack path: (a) all-around tension, (b) uni-axial tension, and
(c) crack-parallel compression. In (a), crack interaction is stron-
gest, causing the crack path to curve and eventually to coalesce
against the stagnant fracture. In (b) and (c) the boundary condi-
tions do not favor interaction, and the ﬁnal crack path is quasi-
linear. For the numerical experiments, results indicate that curva-
ture responds to the remote stresses, and are in good agreement
with the experimental data. The location of crack intersection fol-
lows the experiment closely. These numerical results partially
conﬁrm that our model reproduces experimentally generated
crack paths.
In this section, we have veriﬁed that the stress intensity fac-
tors and propagation criteria agree with expected values. For
more than two fractures, tests become more complex. We focus
on quantifying the inﬂuence of the initial random ﬂaw distribu-
tion on the characteristics of the ﬁnal pattern. In the next sec-
tion, we investigate the reproducibility of the patterns by
comparing eight different growth instances of random ﬂaw
populations.6.3. Benchmarking eight datasets
In order to test the reproducibility of the patterns we generate
eight datasets of 4 m  1 m with 150 ﬂaws each. Each dataset is
initially a different instance of the random ﬂaw distribution. The
material properties are elastic modulus of 20 GPa, Poisson’s ratio
of 0.2, and KIC of 1:5 MPa m1=2. The ﬂaws have an initial size of
0.003 m and a minimum spacing of 0.012 m. These are subjected
to large differential stress boundary conditions by applying tension
in the y direction and compression in the x direction. Boundary
Fig. 11. Experimental versus experimental crack curving. The underlying ﬁgure, adapted from Thomas and Pollard (1993), depicts comparisons between physical and
numerical experiments on a crack curving toward another. The ﬂat curve corresponds to the BEM numerical experiments, the dashed black lines correspond to the physical
experiments. Superposed, in gray, the result of conducting the same experiment using the FEM-based algorithm described herein. Notice how our numerical experiments
match the original physical experiment data.
Fig. 12. Geomechanically generated fracture datasets. Snapshot of the fracture
shapes at the 50th growth step. Initially, they grow as straight fractures. Once they

























Fig. 10. Maximum principal stress at the nodes. Stresses increase exponentially toward the crack tips. In this case, all corner nodes are equidistant.
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respective boundaries.
We perform between 90 and 110 loading steps and systemati-
cally measure the aperture, length, density, and connectivity attri-
butes of the datasets. Fig. 12 shows an example of the generated
fracture patterns on the 50th step. At this point, the density has
reached an average of 0:35m1 for all datasets.
Initially, ﬂaws grow following straight paths. Once they become
larger, they start to interact with proximal fractures by inﬂuencing
the stress distributions around their tips. By the 50th step the pat-
tern is not yet well developed. Arrays have started to form in
agreement with ﬁeld observations (Olson and Pollard, 1991). In
some cases, fractures in these arrays have coalesced to form larger,
more inﬂuential structures.
Fig. 13 shows the density and connectivity trends. All datasets
exhibit similar quasi-linear trends as a function of loading step
and density, respectively. As the datasets become more developed,
measurements start to have more variation. By the 100th step,
datasets reach a density of 0:8 m1. Connectivity does not in-crease smoothly as a function of density. Instead, it increases in a
steep step-wise manner. For various consecutive steps, the connec-
tivity remains stagnant, and increases steeply in an event-like
manner. Connectivity values can soar signiﬁcantly without trigger-
Fig. 13. Density and connectivity of eight datasets. Density increases linearly as the propagation advances. Similarly, all datasets exhibit a similar, quasi-linear trend in
connectivity.
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and density exhibit an overall linear relationship.
Length distributions are also in agreement. Fig. 14(a) is a histo-
gram of the fracture lengths at the 50th step for all datasets. As
stress halos overlap and the initial Gaussian ﬂaw distribution is
shifted toward a log-normal distribution. The long leading edge
represents a minority of fractures that have signiﬁcantly extended
their length by coalescing with others. We observe for all eight
datasets, at the 50th step, fracture lengths follow an overall lognor-
mal distribution.
Spacing of a fracture set is approximated with one number by
using the Wu and Pollard (1995) area method. Usually the area
method is applied to study the relationship between bedding
thickness and fracture saturation. It is superior to the scan-line
method because it produces one quantity per fractured specimen,
and it can be applied to poorly- and well-developed fracture sets
(Wu and Pollard, 1995). We measure spacing in order to evaluate
the saturation of the eight different benchmark datasets.
Fig. 14(b) plots the spacing of each dataset as a function of density.
We observe an exponential decrease in all cases.
For all datasets we obtain similar spacing, connectivity, density,
and length distributions. The patterns that form exhibit the forma-
tion of fracture arrays, intersection of fractures, and formation of
clusters. After the 50th step, the number of nodes and memory
consumption per dataset raise to 480 k and 50 GB, respectively.
These datasets were generated using the high-performance SGI Al-
tix 650 shared memory system, which can run jobs that require up
to 128 GB of memory. In the next section, we describe with more
detail the performance of the algorithm implementation.
6.4. Performance analysis
The performance scaling of the crack propagation algorithm is
important because it refers to the increase in resource consump-
tion, such as memory and CPU time, as the model size increases.Fig. 14. Spacing and fracture lengths. The left plot is a histogram of the length distribut
approximate lognormal distribution. The long-leading edge represents few fractures tha
spacing as a function of density. Spacing is an average value measured at each step using t
as density increases.Ideally, scaling should be linear or sub-linear. However, algorithms
involving searching and comparing are often of exponential or sub-
exponential complexity order. In this section, we analyze how our
algorithm scales as a function of fracture and node density. All per-
formance measurements were conducted on an Intel Dell Precision
M65 Dual Core each 2.16 GHz 2 GB RAM.
Initial ﬂaws to nodes. The mesh that discretizes a set of initial
ﬂaws is a lower bound to the total number of nodes required to
simulate their growth. As a ﬁrst step, we examine how the amount
of nodes scales with the amount of initial ﬂaws. Results indicate
that the number of nodes and time required for the initial propaga-
tion step increment linearly and quadratically, respectively, as a
function of the initial number of ﬂaws (see Fig. 15). The amount
of nodes is the minimum required to propagate the fractures. As
fractures grow, geometry becomes more complex and induces
more reﬁned areas that signiﬁcantly increase the amount of nodes.
These not only determine how fast the FEM linear equation system
will be solved, but also inﬂuence the amount of memory required
for computation. Measurements are performed on a 1 m  4 m
model with initial mean ﬂaw sizes of 0.003 m and standard devia-
tion of 0:04 m2. For 100 ﬂaws, we generate an initial mesh with
17 k nodes which requires 0.049 s to compute the ﬁrst propagation
step. In contrast, for 5000 initial ﬂaws, we produce 613 k nodes and
spend almost a minute during the ﬁrst propagation step. Thus,
although the scaling is linear, simulations with >5000 ﬂaws are
very time consuming.
Efﬁciency. The algorithm is subdivided into the following main
steps: building the objects, mapping data between fracture and
mesh, mapping the stresses, propagating the fracture objects, and
solving the displacements and stresses.
Building the objects, including the generation of the mesh (frac-
ture-to-mesh) and the creation of the internal model data-struc-
tures (e.g. SuperGroup, explained in more detail in Appendix 1)
consumes an average of 7.3% of the total time, of which 1:5% is
meshing. Synchronising fractures with the mesh is the least timeion of the eight benchmark datasets at the 50th step. In all cases, lengths follow an
t have coalesced and signiﬁcantly increased their length. The right sub-ﬁgure plots
he area method (Wu and Pollard, 1995). It exhibits exponential decay for all datasets
Fig. 15. Initial ﬂaws: nodes versus time. The number of nodes required to discretize the initial set of ﬂaws varies quadratically with the amount of ﬂaws, while the time to
compute one propagation step increments linearly as a function of ﬂaws.
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ping the stresses consumes 2.98% of the total time. The propaga-
tion, including the computation of the stress intensity factors,
automatic tip-tracking, merging, intersection, and extension of
the fracture, requires an average 13.5% of the total loading step
time. This step does not involve meshing or remeshing of any kind,
it refers only to the extension of the fracture geometry. Finally,
computing the displacement, stresses and strains, requires
75.95% of the total time. Thus, it represents the main bottleneck
of the performance. In detail, the time for accumulation of alge-
braic system of equations is negligible, the time to compute solve
these equations using the SAMG solver is 70%, and the time to
compute the stresses and strains is approximately 3.2% of the total
time.
The articles by Dunant et al. (2007) and Bordas et al. (2007) re-
fer to an experiment with 50 k nodes where 400 cracks are
grown. They report a meshing time ranging between 1 and 10 s,
and computational time that ranges between 12 and 30 min. Using
our approach, for a dataset with 100 k nodes and using isopara-
metric quadratic triangles (200 k nodes including midside
nodes), meshing time is around 10 s (including reﬁnement around
the tips, and creation of all internal data-structures after meshing),
while solving and accumulating the FEM system takes about 2 min,
and all other operations including printing out the output ﬁles take
a further minute.
The greatest performance hit is given by the solution of the
algebraic system of equations implemented using the SAMG solver
(Stüben, 2001). The SAMG is a system algebraic multigrid solver
highly optimized for ground water ﬂow and oil reservoir simula-
tions. It is a scalable solver with complexity in the order of O(log(-
nodes)). It supersedes other solvers by a factor of up to ten times in
terms of speed (Stüben et al., 2003), and it is available for distrib-
uted systems. Thus, by running the same experiments in a faster
serial machine, or in a distributed cluster, the amount of time re-
quired to solve the system can be reduced as a function of increase
in resources.7. Fracture growth applications
The fracture propagation module can be used to generate a
number of fracture patterns. In this section, we review some exam-
ples of applicability of the dataset. For all datasets, we assume elas-
ticity modulus of 20 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.2.
7.1. Tension: 10 fractures
We setup a model of 1 m  0.5 m with 10 initial ﬂaws of mean
size 0.01 m and standard deviation of 0:07 m2. We ﬁx the lower
boundary and apply an extensional displacement boundary condi-
tion at the top of 105 m. We apply 50 deformation steps. The ﬁnal
patterns can be examined in Fig. 16. We examine the geometry andstress states at steps 1, 20, 30, and 48. During the ﬁrst 20 steps,
growth is focused only in three main fractures. Others exhibit min-
imal growth. By the 30th step four of the initial ﬂaws have become
full sized fractures. We observe that fractures initially propagate
on straight paths. As they become larger, they inhibit the growth
of the smaller surrounding cracks. The two proximal cracks at
the lower right are the ﬁrst to interact. Their tips hook as they
approximate each other. The left side of the ﬁgure shows the adap-
tive mesh that forms during growth. The reﬁnement around frac-
tures is a result of the predeﬁned fracture resolution set by the
nodes of the fracture BREP. On the right, the images show the mean
stress distribution in the dataset. The cracks accumulate compres-
sive stresses around their tips and cast tensile stress halos around
them. Intersecting cracks yield a single stress halo. Tension is accu-
mulated only at the out-most tips. Proximal cracks cast a single,
larger stress shadow around them.
7.2. Tension: 200 fractures
The dimensions of the model are 2 m 0:5 m. It has 200 initial
ﬂaws of mean length 0.01 m and standard deviation of 0:07 m2.
These have an initial minimum spacing of 0.03 m.We ﬁx the model
at the bottom and extend it at the top by 105 m. Fig. 17 shows the
propagated fracture set. Once fractures grow, they affect the dis-
placement ﬁeld by shielding deformation. Aligned fractures cast
a single stress shadow. Stress intensity values are higher for larger
fractures. Smaller, inhibited cracks accumulate less stress. The lar-
ger values at the tips indicate that fractures, although uncon-
nected, express a combined stress halo.
Fig. 18 shows the detail of the stress ﬁeld around the tips of
interacting fractures. In (a) fractures exhibit interaction by hooking
at the tips. Stresses at the extreme of the array are higher than
around internal tips. (b) Proximal fractures act as a unit and cast
a combined, larger stress shadow around them. Stresses are stored
as tensorial properties.8. Crack propagation in 3D
Fractures in nature develop in 3D rock masses. Ideally, fracture
propagation algorithms should aim to represent these in their true
three dimensions. However, the complexities related to the geo-
metric handling of their evolving shapes have pointed research
from the formulation of a sound propagation algorithm thus far.
Two-dimensional models are developed as a starting point for
the study of fracture propagation. Earlier on, we deﬁned the three
cornerstones of a growth algorithm: a failure criterion, a propaga-
tion criterion, and propagation angle. Additionally, we identiﬁed
computational-geometry hurdles that must be overcome in order
to numerically simulate growth: shape housekeeping (Section
3.3), intersections (Section 3.6), and adaptive remeshing (Section
4). In 3D, fracture shapes are not polygons, instead, they are com-
Fig. 16. Growing 10 fractures. Model at steps 1, 20, 30, and 48. On the left, the mesh at the different growth stages adapts to the new geometry. On the right, the mean stress
ﬁeld that drives propagation. Fractures grow initially in a straight path. The growth of most of the ﬂaws is inhibited by their larger neighbors. Once these get closer, their ﬁelds
interact and for more complex curved shapes.
Fig. 17. Geomechanically generated fractures. Two hundred fractures are grown by
applying tensile stresses at the top and bottom boundary of the model.
A. Paluszny, S.K. Matthäi / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 3383–3397 3395plex multi-faceted non-convex polyhedra. Intersections must be
handled with complex 3D Boolean techniques. The fracture-Fig. 18. Detail of fracture interaction. (a) Fracture array casts combined stress halo. (b) La
array tips are higher.sweeping algorithm for fracture-to-mesh and mesh-to-fracture
mapping becomes an intricate ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm. Property map-
ping between meshing becomes more expensive, requiring the
implementation of optimization techniques to avoid a perfor-
mance hit. Finally, in 3D, automatic and adaptive remeshing relies
on less available cutting-edge algorithms that handle three-dimen-
sional adaptation of geometry.
Ingraffea and Wawrzynek (2003) presented an algorithm that
grows a single 3D fracture as a function of the stress at its curve
tip. This process is semi-automatic, and designed for the growth
of one or two fractures only. It avoids geometric handling of 3D
merging and intersection. Object oriented programming allows to
create code that is extensible to the third dimension. Extendingrger fractures inhibit the growth of neighboring smaller fractures. The stresses at the
3396 A. Paluszny, S.K. Matthäi / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 3383–3397the ﬁnite element discretization of the deformation equations is
straightforward. In fact, in CSMP++, we compute stress and strain
distributions of 3D models due to external deformation by feeding
a 3D mesh and set of boundary conditions to the deformation ker-
nel. Thus, the main bottleneck to extend the crack propagation
framework to 3D is the lack of readily available 3D meshing mod-
ules able to handle complex domain characterization while sup-
porting geometric-based adaptive meshing.9. Conclusions
We have presented a discrete crack model that can be used to
geomechanically generate 2D fracture patterns. Fracture shapes
are kept track of independently of the mesh. Thus, geometric tech-
niques to handle propagation, intersection, and closure do not in-
volve operations with the mesh. The mesh is adaptively reﬁned
to capture the emerging geometry and the high stress curl at the
tips. This method reproduces crack paths from physical experi-
ments. It proves as an efﬁcient way to model discrete fracture
propagation and yields self-organizing, evolving set of fractures
that grow as a response to a deforming boundary. The methodol-
ogy allows us to create a realistic heterogeneous medium analo-
gous to a fractured rock mass.
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